A Block EM Algorithm for Multivariate Skew Normal and Skew -Mixture Models.
Finite mixtures of skew distributions provide a flexible tool for modeling heterogeneous data with asymmetric distributional features. However, parameter estimation via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm can become very time consuming due to the complicated expressions involved in the E-step that are numerically expensive to evaluate. While parallelizing the EM algorithm can offer considerable speedup in time performance, current implementations focus almost exclusively on distributed platforms. In this paper, we consider instead the most typical operating environment for users of mixture models-a standalone multicore machine and the R programming environment. We develop a block implementation of the EM algorithm that facilitates the calculations on the E- and M-steps to be spread across a number of threads. We focus on the fitting of finite mixtures of multivariate skew normal and skew distributions, and show that both the E- and M-steps in the EM algorithm can be modified to allow the data to be split into blocks. Our approach is easy to implement and provides immediate benefits to users of multicore machines. Experiments were conducted on two real data sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.